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Imagine the time savings, cost reductions, and peace of
mind that a complete “water intelligence system” could
provide – a system that would harness information to
deliver guided insights for optimised plant operations,
and address uncertainties about compliance, efficiency,
instrument maintenance, and errors in sampling or logging.
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Claros, the Water Intelligence System from Hach® brings
together decades of instrument expertise and software
development to help you access data from anywhere,
and improve decisions in three critical areas: Instrument
Management, Data Management, and Process Management.
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Modules
• Prognosys Predictive
Diagnostics
• Mobile Sensor Management

Probes and analysers at wastewater plants
are heavily exposed to contamination
and need frequent maintenance and calibration. Guided maintenance can ensure
better instrument management, helping
reduce unplanned downtime so that operators can trust measurement data and make
better decisions.

Claros brings together Prognosys Predictive
Diagnostics for proactive maintenance, and
Mobile Sensor Management for immediate
awareness of instrument condition.
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Claros Instrument Management
Prognosys
Can you trust your measurement?
Prognosys allows you to be proactive in your instrument
maintenance, so you can trust your measurements. This
system alerts you to upcoming maintenance tasks by monitoring the instrument’s internal components and tracking
service requirements. We’ve leveraged our expertise to give
you absolute confidence in your on-line instrumentation
and the quality of your measurement results. By giving you
immediate awareness of instrument condition, you’ll know
with confidence whether changes in your results are due to
changes in your instrument or your water.
Plan your preventive maintenance and avoid unexpected
emergencies, and be confident that you can trust your
measurement.

Mobile Sensor Management
Are your lab and process instruments in alignment?
Simplify calibration by sending values from your laboratory
instruments to your process instruments. Mobile Sensor
Management lets you verify and adjust process instrument
measurements using laboratory reference values with the
touch of a finger.

How is your system running?
Receive status alerts for all connected instruments within
a single view so you can see your system’s complete performance. Web-enabled device connectivity allows access
to data from anywhere. The system is scalable so all future
instruments can be seamlessly integrated into the platform.

Hach Service Partnerships

Learn more at hach.com/service
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Eliminate uncertainty.
Increase confidence.

See the power
of Claros.
Learn more at hach.com/claros
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At Hach we understand your facilities’ problems are unique
and we have developed Hach Service Partnerships that
can help give you peace of mind about maintaining and
supporting your Hach product. Whether it is a lack of
resources, compliance concerns, or the need for predictable
budgeting, we have programs to fit your unique needs.

